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Abstract

The primate medial frontal cortex is comprised of several brain regions that are
consistently implicated in regulating complex social behaviors. The medial frontal cor-
tex is also critically involved in many non-social behaviors, such as those involved in
reward, affective, and decision-making processes, broadly implicating the fundamental
role of the medial frontal cortex in internally guided cognition. An essential question
therefore is what unique contributions, if any, does the medial frontal cortex make
to social behaviors? In this chapter, we outline several neural algorithms necessary
for mediating adaptive social interactions and discuss selected evidence from behav-
ioral neurophysiology experiments supporting the role of the medial frontal cortex
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in implementing these algorithms. By doing so, we primarily focus on research in non-
human primates and examine several key attributes of the medial frontal cortex.
Specifically, we review neuronal substrates in the medial frontal cortex uniquely sui-
table for enabling social monitoring, observational and vicarious learning, as well as
predicting the behaviors of social partners. Moreover, by utilizing the three levels of
organization in information processing systems proposed by Marr (1982) and recently
adapted by Lockwood, Apps, and Chang (2020) for social information processing, we
survey selected social functions of the medial frontal cortex through the lens of socially
relevant algorithms and implementations. Overall, this chapter provides a broad over-
view of the behavioral neurophysiology literature endorsing the importance of socially
relevant neural algorithms implemented by the primate medial frontal cortex for
regulating social interactions.

1. Introduction

Social interactions cannot be understood simply through the framework

of classical learning processes (Bandura &Walters, 1977; Frith & Frith, 2010;

Redcay & Schilbach, 2019). Rather, highly adaptative and contingent social

behaviors require specialized neural processes to observe and predict the

actions of others, to learn from these actions, and make inferences about a

social partner’s motivations and intentions. Here we will present emerging

evidence from behavioral neurophysiology research that suggests that the

medial frontal cortex (MFC) performs a unique role in shaping social behav-

iors by performing many of these processes. Additionally, by applying the

three levels of organization proposed by DavidMarr in his seminal 1982 book

Vision (Marr, 1982) to social information processing (Lockwood, Apps, &

Chang, 2020), we will examine in detail why certain regions within the

MFC are particularly suited to support socially relevant computations with

specific algorithms and implementations.

First, it is important to recognize that the MFC is just one collection

of brain regions that is critically implicated in social functions out of

many other collections of cortical and subcortical regions implicated in

social behaviors (Adolphs, 2009; Behrens, Hunt, & Rushworth, 2009).

Accumulating evidence strongly suggests that social behaviors are accom-

plished through the coordination of many different brain regions working

in tandem (Chen & Hong, 2018; Dal Monte, Chu, Fagan, & Chang, 2020;

D!olen, Darvishzadeh, Huang, & Malenka, 2013; Sliwa & Freiwald, 2017;

Zhou et al., 2017). Based on existing evidence it is plausible to argue that

the regions in the MFC serve as central nodes of social processing networks

in the brain across multiple animal species. TheseMFC brain regions include
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the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), dorsal, medial, and ventral

sub-divisions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), supplemental motor

area (SMA), pre-SMA, as well as the medial aspects of the orbitofrontal cor-

tex (OFC), among others (Wise, 2008). TheMFC is centrally positioned as a

key node in a network of brain regions involved in social behaviors (Fig. 1),

which some scholars have referred to as the “social brain” (Adolphs, 2009;

Lockwood et al., 2020), and is a major cortical node of the broader limbic

network (Morecraft & Van Hoesen, 1998; Porrino, Crane, & Goldman-

Rakic, 1981), allowing integrations of reward and affective information crit-

ical for social functions. As part of this network (Fig. 1), the MFC is highly

interconnected with other frontal regions (Carmichael & Price, 1996), other

cortical areas such as the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and temporoparietal

junction (TPJ) (Bachevalier, Meunier, Lu, & Ungerleider, 1997; Carmichael

& Price, 1995b), and subcortical structures such as the amygdala (Amaral &

Insausti, 1992; Carmichael & Price, 1995a; Morecraft et al., 2012) and

nucleus accumbens (NAcc).

Experimental evidence supports a causal role for the MFC in social

behaviors (Amodio & Frith, 2006). In both humans (Bechara, Damasio,

& Damasio, 2000; Saver & Damasio, 1991) and rhesus monkeys (Basile,

Schafroth, Karaskiewicz, Chang, & Murray, 2020; Rudebeck, Buckley,

Walton, & Rushworth, 2006), lesions within the MFC regions alter social

behaviors, such as social valuation and forming prosocial preferences from

vicarious social reward. However, lesion-induced social behavioral defi-

cits often do not truly distinguish the MFC from other interconnected

brain areas, such as the amygdala, that are also implicated in social beha-

viors (Adolphs, 2010). On the other hand, evidence from behavioral

Fig. 1 Sagittal brain illustrations with selected brain structures implicated in social
functions in humans (A), rhesus macaques (B), and mice (C). Highlighted are the key
components of the MFC (darker shading) and other regions (lighter shading) that are
implicated in various social behaviors in each species. ACCg, anterior cingulate
gyrus; ACCs, anterior cingulate sulcus; dmPFC, dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; OFC,
orbitofrontal cortex; NAcc, nucleus accumbens; STS, superior temporal sulcus; TPJ,
temporal parietal junction.
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neurophysiology has revealed that the MFC may be uniquely positioned

to perform several key algorithms necessary for social interactions. In this

chapter, we first briefly outline selected key algorithms necessary for social

interactions in humans and non-human primates, and then provide exper-

imental evidence suggesting that the neurons in the primate MFC are per-

forming these algorithms. Finally, we discuss why the MFC is structurally

and evolutionarily suited for social functions. In doing so, we will frequently

reference back to the three levels of information processing—computational,

algorithmic, and implementational—in discussing how the MFC regions are

relevant for social functions.

2. Key algorithms in social interactions

As a framework to analyze information processing systems, David

Marr proposed three levels of organization that should be considered

(Fig. 2) (Marr, 1982). The most macroscopic level is computational, or under-

standing the ultimate goal of the process, and the logic of the strategy by

which it will be accomplished. Supporting this goal is the algorithm, the log-

ical operation or set of rules that is applied to accomplish the goals of the

system. Finally, there is the implementation, or how these algorithms are real-

ized physically. As an illustration, Marr applied this framework to a cash reg-

ister, where the computational goal is to accomplish arithmetic and thus it

must “master the theory of addition.” The specific algorithms used to accom-

plish this can take various forms (e.g. Arabic numerals require “adding the

least significant digits first and ‘carrying’ if the sum exceeds 9” while other

numeric representations would require different parallel algorithms) but

must ultimately serve the exactly same computational goal. These algorithms

must be instantiated in a physical form at the implementational level, which for

a mechanical cash register may be tracking numerical digits by a position on a

notched metal wheel or the logic gates on a computer chip inside a digital

cash register. This three-level framework is particularly advantageous for

studying neuroscience when considering many varied computational goals

the brain must accomplish. For example, an individual may be engaging

in cooperative social behaviors in one context, and then must quickly tran-

sition to competitive behaviors in the next. Similarly, an individual may

learn a choice-outcome association in an isolated context, and then later

needs to apply that knowledge in a social context. To support these varied

social computations, many different algorithmic processes have been pro-

posed, such as monitoring the actions of others in an agent-specific reference
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Fig. 2 Levels of organization proposed by David Marr to understand information
processing systems. The computational level (top) encompasses the ultimate goal of
the process, for example calculating financial transactions is the goal of a cash register
(left) or engaging in cooperative social behaviors is the goal of certain brains areas. The
algorithmic level (middle) is the logical processes by which this goal is accomplished.
For a cash register to tally purchases it must perform arithmetic (left), while social brain
regions must perform certain processes such as monitoring others or predicting
their future behaviors (right). Finally, these processes must be realized at the
implementational level (bottom). In a cash register the actual arithmetic is performed
by a mechanical counting system (left), while in the brain different areas, circuits,
and cells work together to process information (right).
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frame or predicting the actions of others. These algorithms are implemented

in circuits of neurons, linked by synaptic connections and oftentimes clus-

tered in specific brain areas. Applying this framework to social functions, it

has been recently suggested that some neural processes are socially special-

ized at the level of algorithms and implementations, and that altering the

computational goals can change social specialization at these other levels

(Lockwood et al., 2020). Given the enormous diversity of behaviors which

the MFC is implicated in, it is likely that many of these same algorithms and

implementations are shared between social and non-social behaviors and can

be flexibly recruited to serve different computational goals. Below we out-

line a subset of the computational goals required for adaptative social behav-

iors, before providing experimental evidence supporting the role of the

MFC at the algorithmic and implementational levels.

2.1 Monitoring the actions of others with agent-specific
computation

Fundamental to any social interaction is an individual’s ability to observe

the actions of another, and to understand these actions from the perspective

of the social partner. These actions may result in rewarding outcomes for

the social partner, which the individual must process in reference to the

partner in order to accurately guide their own social behaviors. This

agent-specific computation, i.e. processing a reward in a “self-oriented”

or “other-oriented” reference frame is theorized to be supported by a coor-

dinate transformation framework (Chang, 2013), analogous to how distin-

ctly referenced information is transformed from one frame of reference to

another to perform sensorimotor transformation (Snyder, 2000). Even the

most basic social interactions require agent-specific referencing of social

information, as otherwise representing others separately from self in the

brain would be impossible. These other-oriented signals may represent var-

ious domains of information; such as the overt actions of a social partner,

errors in those actions, or information about rewarding or aversive out-

comes received by others. At an implementational level, it would be

predicted that populations of individual neurons would separately represent

other-referenced information, self-referenced information, or commonly

(both-referenced) information in order to perform both self- and other-

regarding behaviors. Importantly, monitoring the actions of others in an

agent-specific manner is also crucial to other algorithms used to shape social

behaviors. For example, monitoring reward received by another is crucial

for observational learning as well as deriving vicarious reinforcement.
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2.2 Predicting the actions of others
Building upon the ability to monitor the actions of others, being able to pre-

dict the actions of others is a crucial computation that grants an individual

the ability to engage in strategic, cooperative, or competitive social behav-

iors, or to learn through observing another’s actions and outcomes. This pre-

diction extends beyond merely learning the sensorimotor relationships

between another’s actions and associated outcomes but requires the observer

tomodel the intentions that motivate these actions to discern what outcomes

the partner values and expects (Apps, Balsters, & Ramnani, 2012; Apps,

Rushworth, & Chang, 2016; Haroush & Williams, 2015; Joiner, Piva,

Turrin, & Chang, 2017). An individual may choose to use these predic-

tions in turn to guide their own behaviors, such as choosing to cooperate

with others, or to compete for those same valued outcomes (Haroush &

Williams, 2015). Predictions like these allow an individual to prospectively

predict how their own actions will affect the behaviors of others, where

errors in these predictions permit generalized algorithms, such as reinforce-

ment learning, to guide learning about the internal states and motivations of

others to support more complex forms of social learning and mentalizing

( Joiner et al., 2017).

2.3 Observational learning
Observing the actions of others is a key component of how many species

learn about the world. Crucially, observational learning enables the observer

to learn about potential dangers or rewards from conspecifics while circum-

venting risks associated with direct experience. Additionally, observers can

also learn about more abstract information such as the motivations or inten-

tions of others and even specific personal characteristics of other individuals.

The process of observational learning builds upon both monitoring and

predicting the behaviors of another individual, necessitating both tracking

the partner’s actions and their associated outcomes in a self-referenced or

other-referenced processing framework, and using this perspective to dis-

cern what outcomes the partner values and thus to predict their future

actions. Observational learning begins early in development, with young

children imitating the actions of older individuals (Bandura, Ross, & Ross,

1961), and continues into adulthood in multiple animal species, including

rats (Heyes, Jaldow, Nokes, & Dawson, 1994), birds (Akins, Klein, &

Zentall, 2002), monkeys (Grabenhorst, Hernádi, & Schultz, 2012;
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Tomasello, Davis-Dasilva, Camak, & Bard, 1987) and humans (Bandura,

2008; Debiec & Olsson, 2017; Hill, Boorman, & Fried, 2016; Olsson,

Knapska, & Lindstr!om, 2020).Moreover, a higher degree of both attentional

(Pagnotta, Laland, & Coco, 2020), autonomic (P!arnamets, Espinosa, &

Olsson, 2020), or brain-to-brain (Bevilacqua et al., 2019; Dikker et al.,

2017; Kostorz, Flanagin, & Glasauer, 2020) synchrony has been shown

to enhance learning rates during observational learning. Such synchrony

between a demonstrator and an observer may, in turn, facilitate socially

specific algorithms such as theory of mind.

2.4 Theory of mind
Theory of mind is the process by which one attributes mental states, beliefs,

and intentions to others. While the presence of a theory of mind in

non-human primates is an ongoing and controversial question (Horschler,

MacLean, & Santos, 2020), some components of theory of mind may be

shared across primates (Drayton & Santos, 2016; Horschler et al., 2020).

The most common test for theory of mind is the false belief task, where par-

ticipants are tested to see if they can understand whether another social agent

has a false belief about an object’s location. In the false belief task, the subject

observes an agent placing an object in set location, but another agent

subsequently moves that object to a different location (unknown to the first

agent). When the first agent returns to look for the object, the subject may

anticipate that the first agent will search for the original but wrong location

or the new and correct location depending on whether the subject possesses

the capacity to represent a false belief. In brief, it is theorized that having a

false belief representation would lead for the subject to anticipate that the

first agent would search for the original yet wrong location. This specialized

task thus attempts to examine if an individual can model the beliefs of another

social agent distinctly from one’s own, which can be argued to be the most

complex form of agent-specific referencing. Human infants, even from a very

young age, are generally able to use the mental states of others to explain their

behaviors (Onishi & Baillargeon, 2005). However, whether non-human pri-

mates can “pass” the false belief task remains controversial (Hayashi et al.,

2020; Horschler et al., 2020; Krupenye, Kano, Hirata, Call, & Tomasello,

2016). Overall, a theory of mind is a highly adaptive social algorithm,

allowing an individual to model another’s psychological states and can be

used to predict, understand, and influence the behavior of others. Given

the highly specific nature of theory of mind, it is exceedingly likely to be
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a socially specific algorithm that critically builds upon monitoring others in

an agent-specific fashion, predicting other’s behaviors, and learning about

these mental states through observation.

3. Evidence from behavioral neurophysiology during
social interactions

Examining the neuronal activity of MFC neurons while individuals

participate in social behaviors grants a direct window into how various

socially relevant algorithms are implemented in the MFC subregions.

Uniquely suited to addressing these question is the emerging field of primate

social neurophysiology; the investigation of the neurophysiological mecha-

nisms underlying social interactions using a nonhuman primate model sys-

tem (Chang, 2017; Gothard et al., 2017). Here we present studies from this

subfield of neuroscience that provide insight into how the MFC regulate

social behaviors by implementing socially relevant algorithms.

3.1 Neurons in the MFC monitor others in an
agent-specific manner

Representations of value are of primary importance for the survival of a

species, and thus are computed across many different brain regions including

the medial and orbital frontal areas (Azab & Hayden, 2017; Hayden & Platt,

2010; Kennerley, Behrens, &Wallis, 2011; Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006;

Paton, Belova, Morrison, & Salzman, 2006; Rogers et al., 2004). However,

the computations of value in a social context, especially those involving the

process of deriving reward from others such as vicarious reward appears to be

more selectively mediated by specific brain regions. Monitoring rewarding

outcomes of others and estimating internal states of others is arguably the

most fundamental computation that is necessary for normal social interac-

tions. It goes without saying that such other-referenced processes are central

to observational learning, empathy, and theory of mind.

To examine single neuron correlates of other-referenced reward

processing in the MFC, researchers have recorded single unit activity from

the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC)while monkeys were engaged in various

social reward paradigms. In one of such paradigms known as the social

reward allocation task (Fig. 3A), an actor monkey expressed either prosocial

or antisocial preference by deciding to share with or withhold juice rewards

from a conspecific recipient monkey in the same setup (Chang,Winecoff, &

Platt, 2011). In one context, the actor monkey chose between donating
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juice rewards to the recipient and no one (Other/Bottle or Other/Neither

context), whereas in the other context the actor chose between drinking

juice rewards alone and together with the recipient (Self/Both context).

Importantly, the choices in each context were paired such that choosing

one or the other option did not have any direct reward impact to the

actor—that is, the actor always received juice rewards in the Self/Both

context, but never received juice rewards in the Other/Bottle context.

Behaviorally, actor monkeys have been consistently found to prefer donat-

ing juice to the recipient over wasting, exhibiting a prosocial preference

(Basile et al., 2020; Chang, Barter, Ebitz, Watson, & Platt, 2012; Chang

et al., 2011, 2015; Chang, Gari"epy, & Platt, 2013; Dal Monte et al.,

2020) (Fig. 3B). By contrast, when the options for delivering juice rewards

to the actors and both the actor and recipient monkeys were available,

the actors consistently preferred drinking alone, exhibiting an antisocial

preference (Chang et al., 2011, 2015; Dal Monte et al., 2020) (Fig. 3B).

Using the social reward allocation task, Chang and colleagues found that

distinct neurons in the anterior cingulate gyrus (ACCg) exclusively encoded

Fig. 3 Social reward allocation paradigm. (A) Task design. An actor monkey makes deci-
sions to share with, or withhold juice rewards from, a recipient monkey seated adjacent
to the actor. In the Self/Both context, the actor chooses between delivering a juice
reward to himself and to both himself and the recipient. In the Other/Bottle context,
the actor chooses between delivering a juice rewards to the recipient and wasting it
in an empty bottle. (B) Social decision preference. Actor monkeys prefer to deliver juice
rewards to the recipient over wasting them in the Other/Bottle context (exhibiting
prosocial preference), whereas they prefer to deliver juice rewards just to themselves over
both monkeys (exhibiting antisocial preference). Figures adapted from Dal Monte, O.,
Chu, C. C. J., Fagan, N. A., & Chang, S. W. C. (2020). Specialized medial prefrontal–amygdala
coordination in other-regarding decision preference. Nature Neuroscience, 23(4), 565–574.
doi:10.1038/s41593-020-0593-y.
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reward allocations to the other monkey (other-referenced), reward alloca-

tions to oneself (self-referenced), or both monkeys (both-referenced)

(Chang et al., 2013) (Figs. 4A and 5A). Notably, the vast majority of neurons

in the neighboring anterior cingulate sulcus (ACCs) signaled actor’s fore-

gone rewards by increasing activity similarly for the other monkey’s rewards

Fig. 4 Single unit activity of ACCg, ACCs, and OFC neurons collected during the social
reward allocation task. (A) Single unit activity of two example ACCg cells depicted as a
raster (above) and peri-stimulus time histogram (below) aligned to the time when the
actor monkey made the choice (left) and when the reward was delivered (right). In
the “other-referenced” ACCg cell shown on the left, note the specific increase of firing
rate for the decisions to deliver juice rewards to the recipient and the reward outcome
of the recipient. In the “both-referenced” ACCg cell shown on the right, note the
increase in firing rate for the decisions to deliver juice rewards to the actor, the recipient,
as well as both monkeys, but not for delivering juice to no one, and the associated
reward outcomes. (B) Single unit activity of an example ACCs cell. In this “self-
referenced” cell, note the increase in firing rate for decisions and reward outcomes that
resulted in the foregoing of actor’s rewards. (C) Single unit activity of an example OFC
cell. In this “self-referenced” cell, note the increase in firing rate for all decisions but only for
reward outcomes that resulted in the receipt of actor’s rewards. (D) Plots summarizing the
proportion of neurons encoding reward outcomes in self-referenced, other-referenced, or
both-referenced frames. Figures adapted from Chang, S. W. C., Gari"epy, J.-F., & Platt, M. L.
(2013). Neuronal reference frames for social decisions in primate frontal cortex. Nature
Neuroscience, 16(2), 243–250. doi:10.1038/nn.3287.
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Fig. 5 Illustrations of selected findings from MFC during social interactions. These illus-
trations are adapted from Gangopadhyay, P., Chawla, M., Dal Monte, O., & Chang, S. W.
C. (2020). Neural mechanisms guiding social decision-making in the prefrontal-amygdala
circuits. Nature Neuroscience, (in press).
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and wasted rewards (self-referenced) (Fig. 4B). Neurons in the orbitofrontal

cortex (OFC), on the other hand, principally encoded rewards delivered to

oneself (self-referenced) (Fig. 4C). Across the three neural populations,

ACCg contained the highest number of neurons that were classified as either

other-referenced or both-referenced, whereas the majority of ACCs and

OFC neurons were classified as self-referenced (Fig. 4D). This evidence

shows the ACCg is a specialized MFC region tracking rewarding outcomes

of others, a key computation for monitoring others in an agent-specific

manner (Apps et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2015). However, agent-specific

signals are not confined to ACCg.

In the domains of performing and observing reward-guided actions,

neurons in the dorsal bank of ACCs and pre-SMA have been found to

exhibit robust correlates of social monitoring—that is, monitoring actions

and errors of another individual. Yoshida, Saito, Iriki, and Isoda (2011) first

devised an experimental paradigm in which an actor monkey chose between

a pair of targets, and the partner monkey observed the actor to gain helpful

information to guide their subsequent actions to obtain rewards. By record-

ing single unit activity in the MFC, they identified a selective population of

cells that encoded the actions of the other monkey in an agent-specific man-

ner (Yoshida et al., 2011) (Fig. 5A). Notably, subsequent analyses of this

same task found a special population of MFC neurons (dorsal bank of

ACCs and pre-SMA) that substantially modulated their activity exclusively

in response to another’s errors (Yoshida, Saito, Iriki, & Isoda, 2012)

(Fig. 5A). This agent-specific encoding of others’ actions and errors is a core

algorithmic component required for monitoring social partners. However,

the social monitoring functions of MFC are not limited to the action and

error monitoring domain. A recent study by Noritake, Ninomiya, and

Isoda (2018) employed a social conditioning procedure where different

amounts of juice rewards were delivered between a pair of monkeys. In this

study, they found that pre-SMA and its rostrally adjacent area 9 of the MFC

encoded reward values in either self-referenced or other-reference frames in

an agent-specific manner, whereas midbrain dopaminergic neurons encoded

an integrated subjective value (as modulated by the likelihood that another

individual would receive a larger or smaller reward) (Noritake et al., 2018).

Furthermore, single neurons in the MFC (pre-SMA) have been shown to

encode representations of objects in an agent-specific manner. In a study

by Livi et al. (2019), the activity of pre-SMA neurons was compared

between trials where monkeys were instructed to grasp (or not grasp) one

of three possible objects and trials where subject monkeys observed a human
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doing the same action to the objects. In this experimental setting, pre-

SMA neurons either selectively encoded monkey’s own actions, the actions

of another agent, or both the monkey and other agent’s actions (Livi

et al., 2019) (Fig. 5B), again supporting the role of MFC in agent-specific

representation of behaviors involving self-, other-, and both-reference

frames. Therefore, social monitoring functions by the MFC seems to be

more generalized to include social value monitoring, positioning MFC as

a core brain region implicated in other-referenced computations that might

be central to mentalizing and empathetic operations in the primate brain.

Taken together, these behavioral neurophysiology studies parallel func-

tional neuroimaging and electroencephalographic data from human subjects

that has identified neural signals of reward outcome or value across self

and other in the MFC (Apps et al., 2012; Apps, Lesage, & Ramnani, 2015;

Janowski, Camerer, & Rangel, 2013; Jenkins, Macrae, & Mitchell, 2008;

Lockwood, Apps, Roiser, & Viding, 2015; Piva et al., 2019). However, there

seems to be differently specialized functions across distinct subregions in the

primate MFCwith respect to their agent-specific processing. For example, in

the case of ACCg, converging evidence from behavioral neurophysiology

in monkeys and functional neuroimaging in humans suggests a speciali-

zed role of ACCg in computing other-referenced reward information used

for tracking the motivations of others to possibly enable empathy and

prosocial decision-making (Apps et al., 2016). By contrast, again based

on both behavioral neurophysiology in monkeys and functional neuroim-

aging in humans, more dorsal MFC regions relative to ACCg, such as

pre-SMA, seems to be more dedicated to understanding other’s mental

states through observing and predicting other’s actions and intentions

(Isoda & Noritake, 2013).

3.2 Neurons in the MFC predict the behavior of others
Although monitoring the actions of others is a supremely useful function,

using past knowledge gleaned from doing so to predict their future behaviors

has even greater behavioral utility. Neurons in theMFC have been shown to

do exactly this; predict the future behaviors of social partners. A study by

Haroush and Williams (2015) revealed that primate ACC neurons predict

the behavior of an opponent during a cooperative social exchange. The

authors trained pairs of rhesus monkeys to play an interactive prisoner’s

dilemma game, and recorded the activity of single neurons in the ACC.

By analyzing the activity of these ACC neurons, they found two
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non-overlapping neuronal populations that encoded either the subject’s (the

monkey from whom the neurons were recorded) own choice, or the other

monkey’s upcoming choice, predicted by the previous pattern of coopera-

tive behaviors (Fig. 5B). Importantly, a relatively high percentage of neurons

(about 28%) in the ACC encoded the other’s upcoming choice (Haroush &

Williams, 2015). The activity of these ACC neurons found in this study

can be interpreted as a prediction of the other’s choice during social inter-

actions, as it was yet unknown to the subject. Moreover, when decoding

the other’s choice using the simultaneously recorded population of neurons,

it was possible to classify the opponent’s choice with high accuracy (about

80%). Causally, microstimulations to the ACC reduced the frequency of

cooperative decisions following past cooperative interactions by others,

likely by disrupting the predictability necessary to guide cooperative deci-

sions in the iterative prisoner’s dilemma task. These results support the view

that ACC neurons encode information about other social agents and make

predictions about their behavior during social interaction.

Another direct neurophysiological evidence supporting the role of MFC

in social predictions was reported during a monkey-human interaction par-

adigm used by Falcone, Cirillo, Ferraina, and Genovesio (2017). In this

study, a human experimenter took turns alternating with a rhesus monkey

in selecting between pairs of targets (from a potential pool of four), where

choosing the target that did not match previously chosen target led to

rewards, thus requiring the observer to monitor the other actor’s choice

when it was not their turn. Recordings of single unit activity in the MFC

(pre-SMA, SMA, and a region rostral to them) of the participating monkey

revealed that selective neurons encoded the future choice with in an

agent-specific and often target-direction selective manner (Falcone et al.,

2017) (Fig. 5B). This encoding of a prediction for a partner’s future behav-

iors by MFC neurons represents a necessary algorithmic process to regulate

social learning and adaptative social behaviors and supports the notion that a

key implantation of these algorithm occurs in the MFC.

3.3 Neurons in the MFC are involved in observational
and learning from vicarious reinforcement

The ability to predict other’s future behaviors is, in turn, a necessary

component of social learning that requires learning derived from other-

referenced predictions and errors ( Joiner et al., 2017). The role of MFC

in observational learning has been documented in neurons in the brains

of epileptic patients by Hill et al. (2016). In this study, human subjects
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performed a card game where they attempted to differentiate between two

decks of cards as high- or low-probability of winning. Subjects learned

through both self-experienced trials (i.e. they picked for themselves) and

observational trials (i.e. they observed two other players pick between the

decks of cards). Although neurons in the amygdala and prefrontal regions

encoded the outcome (winning or losing) of trials, only neurons in rostral

ACC neurons encoded observational reward prediction errors (Fig. 5C).

These observational prediction errors, or the difference between the expected

and actual reward, likely serve as an important algorithm supporting observa-

tional learning (Apps et al., 2012, 2015, 2016; Burke, Tobler, Baddeley, &

Schultz, 2010; Joiner et al., 2017; Lockwood et al., 2015).

Learning from what happens to others is also important for developing

and maintaining social preference. In the previously mentioned social

reward allocation task, monkeys will form a prosocial preference (i.e. choos-

ing to donate juice to the other monkey instead of no one) and antisocial

preference (delivering juice to themselves over both monkeys) in a

context-dependent manner (Chang et al., 2011). The process by which

these preferences develop requires learning from vicarious reinforcement,

where the actor monkey must monitor their social partner and understand

the rewarding impact of their choices to experience vicarious reinforcement

in order to develop and maintain a prosocial or an antisocial preference.

Does the MFC contribute causally to learning to develop a social preference

derived from vicarious reward? Recently, Basile and colleagues addressed

this precise question using a selective excitotoxic lesion approach to the

ACC. In this study, all six actors in a modified version of the social allocation

task showed a prosocial preference (preferring other’s reward over wasted

reward) before excitotoxic lesion to ACC. However, postoperatively, the

ACC-lesioned actors (n!3), but not control actors (n!3), could no longer

learn to acquire a prosocial preference based on vicarious reinforcement

derived from the reward delivered to the recipient monkeys (Basile et al.,

2020) (Fig. 6). Importantly, the ACC-lesioned actors had no problem on

simple learning to prefer one’s own rewards over other’s rewards or wasted

rewards to an empty bottle (Basile et al., 2020). This deficit in forming a

prosocial preference is possibly due to the lack of a social prediction error

signal originating from the ACC. Already formed prosocial preferences

(those with preoperatively learned cues) were reduced compared to the con-

trol animals but were still present, suggesting that the ACC is necessary for

learning from vicarious reinforcement but perhaps only partially involved in

the process of maintaining social preferences.
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3.4 The MFC and theory of mind
It remains unclear if any primate species aside from humans truly exhibit the-

ory of mind (Drayton & Santos, 2016; Horschler et al., 2020; Krupenye

et al., 2016), making laboratory experiments aimed at studying the neural

mechanisms underlying theory of mind extremely challenging. However,

a recent study Hayashi et al. (2020) implicates the MFC as being causally

involved in theory of mind based on the false belief task (Wimmer &

Perner, 1983) in Japanese macaques. In this experiment employing a drama-

tized and highly salient version of the false belief task similar to the one used

recently by Krupenye and colleagues in apes (Krupenye et al., 2016), the eye

movements of monkeys were recorded while they watched videos showing

the aforementioned scenarios. During each video, the agent pursued a target

that was placed in one of two different locations. By comparing anticipatory

Fig. 6 ACC lesion (indicated in the inset brain diagram) reduced preoperatively learned
prosocial preference and eliminated formation of postoperative prosocial preference in
a vicarious social reward task (i.e., a preference for a juice reward delivered to a conspe-
cific monkey [“Other”] over an empty bottle [“Neither”]). There was no effect from the
ACC lesion on learning to prefer a juice reward to self over the conspecific monkey or
over the empty bottle. Further, there was no overall changes to pupillary responses from
the lesion. Data from three ACC lesion animals and three control animals. Illustration
based on Basile, B. M., Schafroth, J. L., Karaskiewicz, C. L., Chang, S. W. C., & Murray, E. A.
(2020). The anterior cingulate cortex is necessary for forming prosocial preferences from
vicarious reinforcement in monkeys. PLoS Biology, 18(6), e3000677. doi:10.1371/journal.
pbio.3000677.
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looking between the false-belief location (where the first agent last saw the

object) and the new location truly containing the object, the authors showed

that macaques looked first and more often at the false-belief location

(Hayashi et al., 2020). The authors then tested the role of the MFC in this

false belief mentalizing by disrupting MFC function using designer receptor

exclusively activated by designer drugs (DREADDs). They found that MFC

inactivation abolished the anticipatory looking toward the false-belief loca-

tion (Fig. 5D), suggesting that theMFC plays a casual role in this mentalizing

behavior. However, it is worthwhile to note that the behavioral demonstra-

tion of such a false belief representation in monkeys still remains controver-

sial (see Horschler et al., 2020). Nevertheless, this study still lends a causal

support for other-referenced information processing in the MFC.

4. Attributes of the MFC for social processing

The role of the MFC in performing specific algorithms that support

necessary social computations is further supported by anatomical and

comparative evidence. First, the MFC regions have bidirectional anatomical

connections with the limbic system, allowing integrations across affec-

tive and reward-related information (Barbas, 2000; Carmichael & Price,

1995a). This is in contrast to the lateral aspects of the frontal cortex which

interfaces more strongly with the sensorimotor processing regions in the

brain, including the temporal and parietal cortices (Carmichael & Price,

1995b) for predominantly guiding externally guided cognition. Therefore,

the MFC is anatomically equipped to synergistically work with the limbic

systems to enable internally guided computations involving affective and

reward-related variables suitable for social interactions. Second, possibly

as a result of the anatomical connections, functional characteristics of the

MFC in relation to executing socially relevant algorithms seem to differ

from many other key brain regions implicated in social behaviors.

4.1 Bidirectional anatomical connections with the limbic
networks

The interconnectedness of the MFC with limbic structures (Amaral &

Insausti, 1992; Carmichael & Price, 1995a; Morecraft et al., 2012), partic-

ularly the amygdala, is a key feature that enables the MFC to perform these

social computations. The amygdala contains many neural specializations

for social perception, such as neurons that respond selectively to faces
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(Gothard, Battaglia, Erickson, Spitler, & Amaral, 2007; Minxha et al., 2017;

Rutishauser et al., 2011), emotions (Kuraoka & Nakamura, 2007; Wang

et al., 2017), and eye contact (Mosher, Zimmerman, & Gothard, 2014;

Putnam & Gothard, 2019). Amygdala damage in humans (Adolphs,

Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1994; Spezio, Huang, Castelli, & Adolphs,

2007) and monkeys (Emery et al., 2001; Taubert et al., 2018) impairs social

perception and social interactions. Given the anatomical connections bet-

ween MFC and the amygdala (Amaral & Insausti, 1992; Carmichael &

Price, 1995a; Morecraft et al., 2012), it is not surprising that recent studies

suggest functional relationships between MFC and the amygdala in the

production of social behaviors. A recent study by Dal Monte et al.

(2020) revealed that prosocial decisions were associated with enhanced

synchronization of spikes and local field potential (LFP) activity between

theMFC (ACCg) and the amygdala, whereas antisocial decisions measured

from a different context were associated with suppressed synchronization

of the same processes (Fig. 7) (Dal Monte et al., 2020). Moreover, this

spike-LFP synchrony between the two areas was frequency-specific,

where the frequency channel used was determined by the area contribut-

ing the spikes (i.e., spikes from the amygdala was synchronized to the

beta frequency of ACCg LFP, whereas spikes from ACCg was syn-

chronized to the gamma frequency of the amygdala) (Dal Monte et al.,

2020). Interestingly, the researchers also found that prosocial decisions

were associated with an increase in directional information transfer from

the amygdala to ACCg in the same beta frequency band, whereas antisocial

decisions were associated with an increased in information flow from

ACCg to the amygdala more broadly across different frequency bands

(Dal Monte et al., 2020). Other studies examining non-social behaviors

collaborate the importance of the interactions between the ACC and the

amygdala in guiding behaviors. For example, these interactions are important

in shaping reward learning (Fiuzat, Rhodes, & Murray, 2017; Klavir,

Genud-Gabai, & Paz, 2013; Livneh & Paz, 2012; Rudebeck, Mitz,

Chacko, & Murray, 2013; Rudebeck, Ripple, Mitz, Averbeck, & Murray,

2017) and observational learning (Burgos-Robles, Gothard, Monfils,

Morozov, & Vicentic, 2019). The amygdalo-cingulate connectivity is excel-

lently reviewed in depth by Burgos-Robles and colleagues, where the authors

discuss how these cytoarchitectonic features and functional connections

support the role of the ACC in observational learning (Burgos-Robles

et al., 2019).
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4.2 Distinctive attributes of the MFC for socially relevant
algorithms

Although the MFC represents a collection of brain regions out of many that

are implicated in guiding social behaviors, several functional characteristics

of the MFC distinguish its contributions to guiding social behaviors from

Fig. 7 Coherence between spiking activity and local field potential (LFP) signals
between ACCg and the basolateral amygdala was found to be enhanced for making
prosocial decisions but suppressed for making antisocial decisions in monkeys. This
coherence occurred in dedicated frequency channels critically depending on the
brain region contributing the spikes to the coherence. Illustrations based on the data
from Dal Monte, O., Chu, C. C. J., Fagan, N. A., & Chang, S. W. C. (2020). Specialized medial
prefrontal–amygdala coordination in other-regarding decision preference. Nature
Neuroscience, 23(4), 565–574. doi:10.1038/s41593-020-0593-y and the summary figure
from Gangopadhyay, P., Chawla, M., Dal Monte, O., & Chang, S. W. C. (2020). Neural
mechanisms guiding social decision-making in the prefrontal-amygdala circuits. Nature
Neuroscience, (in press).
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other brain regions. Here we will compare the MFC to a small selection of

other brain regions and example studies to explore the potential uniqueness

of algorithms employed by the MFC. Our goal in this section is not to be

exhaustive but rather to briefly highlight one or two studies from other brain

regions in order to inform how neurons in the MFC might exhibit different

socially relevant algorithms from other brain regions.

4.2.1 Compared to the lateral frontal cortex
The lateral frontal cortex is also comprised of a collection of brain regions,

including the ventral premotor cortex (PMv) and dorsolateral prefrontal

cortex (dlPFC). These areas are strongly implicated in cognitive operations

such as working memory (Barbey, Koenigs, & Grafman, 2013; Curtis &

D’Esposito, 2003; Funahashi, Bruce, & Goldman-Rakic, 1989; Fuster &

Alexander, 1971; Miller, Erickson, & Desimone, 1996), outcome valuation

(Cai & Padoa-Schioppa, 2014; Yim,Cai, &Wang, 2019), and strategy imple-

mentation (Baxter, Gaffan, Kyriazis, &Mitchell, 2009; Seo, Cai, Donahue, &

Lee, 2014). Most pertinently to social processing, the lateral frontal cortex

contains a network of neurons, known as “mirror neurons,” that respond

to both the observation of an action by another, and the performance of

the same action by oneself (Fabbri-Destro & Rizzolatti, 2008; Rizzolatti &

Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese, & Fogassi, 1996; Rizzolatti,

Fogassi, & Gallese, 2001). Mirror neurons were first identified in PMv

but also since found in many different brain regions such as the inferior

parietal lobule, the primary motor cortex, and the superior temporal sulcus

(Dushanova & Donoghue, 2010; Ferrari, Bonini, & Fogassi, 2009;

Hamilton, 2013; Rizzolatti et al., 2001; Suzuki et al., 2015), forming a mirror

neuron network in the brain (Bonini, 2017). Mirror neurons have many

parallels to neurons found in the MFC; mirror neurons seem to represent

the actions of self and other and necessitate monitoring another indivi-

dual’s actions with a theorized role of understanding other’s intentions.

However, one key differentiation exists; mirror neurons can be algorithmi-

cally described as a stimulation of other’s behavior based on externally

guided information. A key feature of mirror neurons is that observing

and executing the same actions are encoded in the same manner, hence

the term mirroring. By contrast, a consistent feature of agent-specific

processing in the MFC is the independent and coexistent representations

of self-referenced, other-referenced, and a mirror-like combined self-

and-other-referenced representations. Having separate representations of

self-referenced and other-referenced signals within different population
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of neurons in the MFC is critical for many of the algorithms implemented

for social behaviors such that the brain can differentiate self from other or

represent information in a relative fashion between self and other.

Mirroring by itself does not provide such separate representations and would

not be possible to predict other’s behaviors during social interactions (except

when the interactions consists of simply mimicking one another). While the

mirror neuron network is implicated as one mechanism for transforming of

visual information into a motor format (Fabbri-Destro & Rizzolatti, 2008),

it remains undecided if this network is required for visuomotor transforma-

tions (Hickok, 2009), and if this system causally impacts social behaviors

(Hamilton, 2013).

Multiple studies also suggest that the dlPFC, another subdivision of

the lateral frontal cortex, is centrally involved in strategic social interac-

tions. In experiments where a monkey was strategically pitted against a

computer opponent, neurons in the dlPFC tracked not only the subject’s

previous choices but also previous choices made by the opponent (Seo,

Barraclough, & Lee, 2007; Seo et al., 2014). Moreover, many neurons in

this region have been shown to encode winning and losing resulting from

competition, but not from non-competition, when two monkeys played a

missile commando game (Hosokawa & Watanabe, 2012). In fact, tracking

the actions of opponents and the respective reward outcomes emerging from

competition are both important algorithmic processes required for strategic

behaviors. The involvement of the dlPFC in strategic decision-making is

consistent with the broader role of the dlPFC in executive functions

(Lee & Seo, 2007). One important contrast is that, compared to MFC neu-

rons with stronger associations with the limbic networks and possibly under

a greater influence of internal states, the information represented by dlPFC

neurons might be more tightly linked with sensorimotor or externally

guided processing of actions linked to rewarding outcomes (Donahue &

Lee, 2015; Lee & Seo, 2007).

4.2.2 Compared to the amygdala
The amygdala is a subcortical region strongly implicated in social behaviors

across many species (Adolphs, 2010). Like the MFC, the amygdala plays a

role non-social learning such as reward valuation (Baxter & Murray,

2002; Bermudez, G!obel, & Schultz, 2012; Bermudez & Schultz, 2010;

Burgos-Robles et al., 2017; Fiuzat et al., 2017; Paton et al., 2006; Putnam

& Gothard, 2019; Rudebeck et al., 2013, 2017). A recent study by
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Grabenhorst et al. (2012) provides strong evidence of functional overlap

between the amygdala and MFC. In this study, two monkeys alternated

between making reward-based choices, choosing between one of two frac-

tals unique to each monkey that were associated with different reward prob-

abilities. Halfway through each recording session, the pairs of fractals

switched between the monkeys so that the observational learning could

be tested. By recording single unit activity from the amygdala in one of

the two monkeys, it was found that amygdala neurons encoded the reward

values of the fractals, regardless of if this value was extract from personal

experience or observation (Grabenhorst et al., 2012). The neuronal selectiv-

ity to the fractal stimuli was not merely for certain visual patterns, as this

reward-value encoding tracked the unannounced probability reversal dur-

ing each of the two halves. This study provides evidence that amygdala neu-

rons, like neurons in the ACC (Haroush & Williams, 2015), are capable of

predicting the actions of others by simulating their decisions. Indeed, it

would be interesting to understand if these predictive signals of other’s

behaviors observed in the ACC (Haroush &Williams, 2015) originate from

the amygdala, or vice versa, given the rich connections between the bas-

olateral amygdala (the amygdala subdivision with the neural population

showing the strongest shared value representation between self and another

individual based on cross-decoding of reward value from self to other;

Grabenhorst et al., 2012) and the ACC (Morecraft & Van Hoesen,

1998). While this seemingly shared algorithm in both the ACC and the

amygdala provides evidence for functional overlaps between the two

regions, there are still notable differences between them. It is possible that

this algorithm is shared between the two different regions, however the

overall computational goal might be different. One hypothesis is that the

computational goal of the amygdala in observational learning is to support

one own’s future goal-directed behaviors, i.e. the subjects in the task

were implicitly aware of an impending stimulus switch and thus track-

ing the stimulus-reward associations of the other’s monkey was beneficial.

However, this can be contrasted with neurons in the ACCg of the MFC

that signal other’s reward outcome even though representing this reward

outcome had no behavioral contingencies for one’s own reward (Chang

et al., 2013), an independent representation of other’s outcome that may

be directly relevant for enabling vicarious reinforcement. This hypothesis,

however, is mostly speculative and future studies will be needed to dissect the

similarities and differences between the MFC and amygdala in representing

social variables with respect to self and others.
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4.2.3 Compared to the lateral intraparietal cortex
The lateral intraparietal cortex (LIP) is a region broadly associated with

spatial attention (Bisley & Goldberg, 2003) and planning eye movements

(Snyder, Batista, & Andersen, 2000). There exists evidence that, addition-

ally, LIP neurons track the gaze of others. Shepherd, Klein, Deaner, and

Platt (2009) recorded single unit activity from the LIP in a monkey while

the subject participated in a simple visual orienting task. In this task, the

monkey fixated on a center target, and once fixation was initiated, an image

of a conspecific was presented at the center serving as a cue for the subject to

shift their gaze toward a peripheral target. The direction of this saccade was

either congruent or incongruent with the conspecific’s gaze direction in the

image. The results showed that LIP neurons are modulated by social gaze

cues by exhibiting enhanced or suppressed firing rates when the social gaze

was directed toward the neuron’s receptive field (Shepherd et al., 2009).

These results may capture a social gaze-related sensorimotor transformation

by LIP neurons, which may underlie the transformation required for

gaze-following behaviors. As of present, no data suggests that LIP neurons

are involved in predicting other’s behaviors in social interactions, nor do LIP

neurons represent the gaze of others using a dissociated representation from

one’s own gaze direction. One plausible explanation is that LIP neurons may

perform an attentional allocation or motor planning algorithm based on

other’s gaze direction to accomplish the sensorimotor transformation

according to the information available from others. By contrast, social mon-

itoring algorithms performed by the neurons in theMFCmight be purposed

for understanding other’s preferences and other’s internal (e.g., motiva-

tional) states (Haroush & Williams, 2015; Joiner et al., 2017; Lockwood

et al., 2015) to support social learning and social decision-making (Apps

et al., 2012, 2015, 2016; Joiner et al., 2017).

4.2.4 Compared to the striatum
The striatum is key node of decision-making and reward circuity in the brain

(Burton, Nakamura, & Roesch, 2015). Unsurprisingly, as rewards power-

fully shape social interactions, the striatum is critically implicated in social

behaviors (Báez-Mendoza & Schultz, 2013). Báez-Mendoza and colleagues

tested how neurons in the monkey striatum represented social action and

reward by implementing a task where the subject monkey and another part-

ner (either a second money or a computer actor) took turns making operant

responses for rewards. They found that striatal neurons encoded signals for

the actions of both self and other, but only encoded reward signals for self
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(Báez-Mendoza, Harris, & Schultz, 2013). This coding of social action in the

striatum parallels the findings from the MFC (Yoshida et al., 2011, 2012),

and may suggest that striatal neurons work in close communication with

the MFC to associate the information about other’s actions and rewards

given the well-known role of the striatum in linking action to reward

(Balleine, Delgado, & Hikosaka, 2007; Monosov, Leopold, & Hikosaka,

2015). However, the absence of a localized other-referenced reward signal

in that study also highlights the difference of the striatum from the MFC

(Chang et al., 2013; DalMonte et al., 2020). There is another excellent study

from the ventral striatum for comparing representations of other’s reward

by the ventral striatum and the MFC. A study by Kashtelyan, Lichtenberg,

Chen, Cheer, and Roesch (2014) measured dopamine release in rats

when they observed rewards being delivered to conspecifics. When rats first

observed conspecific receive rewards, there was an increase of dopamine

release in the ventral striatum, along with appetitive ultrasonic vocalizations

(Kashtelyan et al., 2014). Critically, later trials did not result in increased

dopamine but rather a reduction in dopamine along with an increased rate

of aversive ultrasonic vocalizations. These results suggest that representations

of other’s reward in the ventral striatum is highly dependent on affective

states. In the MFC, representations of other’s reward were found to be stable

over the course of entire sessions (Chang et al., 2013), although existing

studies have not yet tested how these socially relevant signals are gated by

fluctuating internal states.

5. Social specificity of the MFC: Algorithms
and implementations

An outstanding and critical question remains on understanding the

role of the MFC in guiding social behaviors. Are these neuronal processes

and algorithms in the MFC specific to social behaviors or are they shared

across both social and non-social functions? Generally, the question of

the existence of dedicated regions, circuits, or processes in the brain for social

behaviors (compared to an alternative hypothesis that all of these are all

shared between social and non-social faculties) is still under debate. Some

researchers have put forward the concept of a “social brain,” of which

the MFC is a major node, that implies specialized systems for social cogni-

tion (Adolphs, 2009). Despite the presence of functionality that is inherently

social, such as the perception of faces and emotions, there is increasing evi-

dence of overlap between social and non-social functions at the neuronal
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level. For example, although the evaluation of social stimuli, particularly

faces, is often cited as a key specialized module of the social brain, it was

recently shown in rhesus monkeys that the same amygdala neurons encode

faces (Putnam & Gothard, 2019) or social hierarchies (Munuera, Rigotti, &

Salzman, 2018) also track non-social features such as reward and task dynam-

ics. This outstanding question is where the framework of Marr is most useful

as we can examine social specificity at different organizational levels, and this

approach has been recently applied in order to redefine the concept of social

specificity, or lack thereof, through the lens of computational, algorithmic,

and implementational levels (Lockwood et al., 2020). In this last section, we

examine the MFC in social functions specifically at the level of algorithms

and implementations.

At the most macroscopic level, the computational goal of social interac-

tions is compelled by the fundamental drives (e.g. needing to compete or

cooperate with others to obtain food). While these goals can be innately

social, the algorithms that support them are unlikely to be socially specific.

Algorithmic process, such as reinforcement learning, have been used to

model both social and non-social behaviors with high accuracy (Behrens,

Hunt, Woolrich, & Rushworth, 2008; Charpentier, Iigaya, & O’Doherty,

2020; Ereira, Dolan, & Kurth-Nelson, 2018; Olsson et al., 2020). It has been

argued that the ACCg, an area with a high degree of social specificity at the

implementational level, may be utilizing reinforcement learning as an com-

mon underlying algorithm (Apps et al., 2015, 2016; Behrens et al., 2008; Hill

et al., 2016; Joiner et al., 2017; Lockwood et al., 2015, 2018).However, there

also exist algorithmic processes that appear to be exclusive to social func-

tions. One example of this is the process of metalizing or theory of mind.

In theory of mind tasks, such as the one used byHayashi et al. (2020), general

algorithms such as reinforcement learning cannot fully explain the experi-

mental results (Devaine et al., 2017). In general, while it is clearer that

the MFC implements socially non-specific algorithms in the production

of social behaviors such as reinforcement learning algorithms, it remains

to be further tested if there are also socially specific algorithms being

implemented.

There is some evidence that there are socially specific implementations in

the MFC. As referenced previously, a study by Chang et al. (2013) found

that different proportions of neurons in the ACCg and ACCs encode

other-referenced and self-referenced reward, respectively, with varying

degrees of specialization. Neurons in the ACCg principally encoded

rewards delivered to the other monkey, either through coding other- or
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both-referenced rewards. In contrast, neurons in the ACCs principally

encoded rewards delivered to self, although other- or both-referenced

reward coding neurons constituted a sizeable minority. In contrast still,

nearly 80% of reward-encoding neurons recorded from the OFC were

self-referenced. These findings support a division of socially specific imple-

mentations between the gyrus and the sulcus of the ACC at the neuronal

level. A potentially specialized implementation in ACCg has been suppor-

ted from human neuroimaging literature as well (Apps et al., 2015, 2016;

Behrens et al., 2008; Hill et al., 2016; Joiner et al., 2017; Lockwood

et al., 2015, 2018). Interestingly, in a recent study examining shared coding

for reward value and hierarchical rank in monkeys, Munuera et al. (2018)

found that the OFC and ACC encoded reward values but failed to robustly

encode representations of hierarchical rank in a shared manner. This was in

contrast to the neurons recorded from the amygdala that used the same neu-

ronal ensembles to encode both hierarchical rank and reward values associ-

ated with non-social stimuli (Munuera et al., 2018). These findings suggest,

accepting the premise that a single hierarchical algorithm can be used to sort

information such as reward value or rank, the presence of potential socially

specific implementations in the ACC and OFC but not in the amygdala.

Given the range of functions associated with the MFC, it seems nearly cer-

tain that some MFC neurons implement generalized algorithms spanning

both social and non-social behaviors during social interactions. Future stud-

ies may identify possibly differentiated neuronal ensembles in the MFC

regions that implement socially specific and socially non-specific algorithms

for guiding social behaviors.

6. Conclusions

In this chapter, we outline how theMFC contributes to shaping adap-

tive social behaviors through the use of several key algorithms. Experimental

evidence, from behavioral neurophysiology, supports the involvement of

MFC neurons in each of these algorithms. Single neuron recording studies

from theMFC provide evidence for the function of theMFC in monitoring

others in an agent-specific manner (Chang et al., 2013; Dal Monte et al.,

2020; Noritake et al., 2018; Yoshida et al., 2011, 2012) and in predicting

the behavior of social partners (Falcone, Brunamonti, Ferraina, &

Genovesio, 2016; Falcone et al., 2017; Haroush & Williams, 2015; Livi

et al., 2019). Moreover, single unit recording from human patients in the

rostral ACC as well lesion studies in non-human primates implicate the
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MFC in observational learning and learning from vicarious reinforcement

(Basile et al., 2020; Hill et al., 2016). Finally, a recent study utilizing

chemogenetic inactivation of theMFC suggests a role for theMFC in theory

of mind like processes (Hayashi et al., 2020). Together, socially relevant

algorithms found in MFC neurons support necessary social computations

required for effective social interactions. Although the brain regions within

the MFC are not the only brain areas implicated in shaping social functions,

the MFC has various unique attributes that allow the MFC to play a central

role in shaping interactive social behaviors. For example, strong connectivity

with the limbic network supports the implantation of algorithmic processes

such as observational learning (Burgos-Robles et al., 2019) and prosocial

decision-making (DalMonte et al., 2020).When compared to some of other

brain areas, there seems to be some unique algorithms performed by MFC

neurons. To continue to investigate and understand social functions in the

MFC, applying the three levels of organization proposed by Marr (1982) to

social behaviors (Lockwood et al., 2020) may help guide and refine research

questions, designs, and interpretations. Fruitful research directions include

examining socially relevant algorithms and implementations in the MFC

by holding one level constant through innovative experimental designs

(Lockwood et al., 2020). Continued technological innovations will in turn

allow new discoveries of how socially specific and socially non-specific

processes in different MFC ensembles interact to guide social interactions.
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